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Once upon a time, and Now! Is an exhibition developed within 
the MA curating internship (2019 — 2020). Throughout an aca-
demic year, we were expected to curate a project with the aim 

of preparing students to work in a Visual Art industry, as well as, 
to be familiarised with the issues/implications of an exhibition.

This portfolio is divided in five parts: What, Where, Why, When 
and More. In each, I will be developing a critical and analytical 

view of this exhibition co-curated alongside Diletta D’Antoni and 
Junwei Chen. 
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D In The difference in figuring women now Elizabeth Cowie proposes the relevance 

of “dissensus” and its political value in a feminist artwork. By the study of Jacques 
Rancière’s theory of politics, it is argued that a political artwork doesn’t necessarily 
“promote political awareness or provoke political actions”1. Instead, it promotes a 
vision that, based on common sense, exposes a polemical issue. Once upon a time, 
and Now! aims to explore this idea with artworks that propose contemporary discus-
sion. 

Women have, throughout time, taken the place of “other”2. Unrecognised and dimin-
ished by patriarchal concepts of female capabilities; or the supposedly ‘lack of them’. 
When mentioning the word ‘genius’, for instance, it historically belongs to men. Pablo 
Picasso, Leonardo da Vinci, Van Gogh, Salvador Dali; all of whom were similarly 
characterised with ideal women traits — sensible, emotional, inventive, delirious! 
Nevertheless, this does not confirm the lack of female genius in the history of art. In 
fact, there are many relevant women that, in time, were powerful and influential.

This exhibition travels back to ancient Egypt, a culture where goddesses and queens 
played a significant role. In this society women had equal rights to men of the same 
social class. Even though mostly designated to marry, run the household and bear 
children, there is no proof that women were sexualised by the male gaze as women’s 
“sexuality was deemed important because of its association with birth and fertility”3.

In Egypt the afterlife was seen as the time when kings and queens would become de-
ities. Their spells, “frequently written on linen shrouds […] and then wrapped around 
the corpse”4, were a contribution towards their re-birth. It is by these reasons that 
women’s fertility were venerated in the ancient Egypt. 

There are many goddesses that, consequently, carried this symbolism. One of them, 
and the most important, was Isis. The deity that “made power for the women equal 
to that of the men”5. 

Isis, goddess of magic, was one of the most powerful deities in the ancient Egypt. 
Her worship lasted for many years, even until today. Isis was a kind and dedicated 
mother to her son Horus, the god of the sun and her characterisations would fall into 
the “earth-mother”6 or the mother of Egypt. Her symbolism was connected with the 
throne, protection and leadership. Her immense magical powers conferred her he-
gemony over all gods of Egypt, a power that no other god or goddess had possessed 
beforehand.

In ancient Egyptian art she sometimes merges with the attributes of Hathor, Mut, 
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In ancient Egyptian art she sometimes merges with the attributes of Hathor, Mut, 
Maat and Nut. These goddesses gave her other qualities, such as, the connection 
with love and beauty; the sea and the sky; the sun and the earth; as well as, a con-
nection with the animals vulture and divine cow.

Isis was the deity that taught women how to weave, bake and brew. She was a warri-
or and described as “smarter than million gods”7. In the myth of Osiris, Isis fought for 
her kingdom. After losing her husband, killed by Seth (their jealous brother) Isis went 
on a journey to find all the missing parts of the body (later discovered to be dispersed 
in the Nile). With her magic she was able to reconstruct his body, raise his phallus 
and became pregnant of the new king of Egypt, Horus, a god that would fight against 
Seth to recover his father’s throne. 

This is a myth that addresses women’s bravery and fearlessness. Isis, the one that 
was smart enough to discover who killed her husband; and strong enough to put her 
kingdom back together.

“I am your sister Isis. There is no god who accomplished what I accomplished, 
or goddess either. I acted as a man even though I am a woman, in order to 
make your name live on earth. Your divine seed was in my womb, and I placed 
him upon the earth, so that he might defend your suffering, so that he might 
inflict injury upon him who caused it. Seth has fallen to his slaughter, and the 
confederates of Seth are burnt sacrifice. The throne of Geb is yours, as you are 
his beloved son.”8

Isis is the enforcement of women, the mother of womanhood. Her balance between 
good and evil  inspired feminism to-day. Ancient Egypt believed that the differences 
between women and men were collectively the natural order of the divine — one a 
complement of the other. Thus, we want to propose an exhibition that looks back at 
a culture that recognised women’s capabilities and attributes. Using Isis as our refer-
ence source of empowerment, the exhibition will study a new vision on femininity and 
womanhood through contemporary visual art.
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S My artist research consisted of a range of feminist artists, namely, Nancy Spero, Jen-

ny Saville, Paula Rego, Mary Beth Edelson, Yael Bartana and Judy Chicago whose 
works enforce women’s importance in history. Furthermore, I have also selected a 
group of books that were essential to my context research:

_ Women in the Ancient Egypt (1991), Barbara Watterson
_ Gender and Genius (1989), Christinne Battershby
_ The penguin book of Myths and Legends of Ancient Egypt (2011), Joyce Tyldesley
_ Reading Egyptian art (1994), Richard H. Wilkinson

The selection of artworks consisted of: open call submissions; individual selection of 
artists; collectors and museums’ loans; and by purchase. 

Each curator had a group of artists to work with. Thereupon, I will be summarising 
my group of works, as well as, connecting them within. Please take in consideration 
appendix 1 - 6 for completed catalogue entries on the following works.

NANCY SPERO & DAVID DEWEERDT (Appendix 1 and 2)

Nancy Spero’s work portrays women through time. Its thematic was related with war, 
sexism, and political issues. Spero’s work frequently referenced ancient Egyptian 
culture. The Dance (plate 6) is a representation of Nut, the sky goddess where she 
is depicted in her typical position: a youthful naked woman arching over the earth. 

This Goddess can also be found in Geb and Nut (plate 7) by David Deweerdt in 
which the female presence is ‘dreamlike, tenebrous and her body becomes the en-
velope that shelters our most primitive fears and fantasies’9. Both artworks portrayed 
the female figure as protecting and influential. In ancient Egyptian art women used 
to be depicted with one of their arms around the husbands waist or on the shoulder, 
a symbol of support10. 

MARY KELLY & CRISIA CONSTANTINE (Appendix 3 and 4)

Mary Kelly’s Post-Partum Document is an autobiographical artwork undertaken for 
five years. Prototype (plate 5) is a preparatory slate of Documentation VI. The series 
report the development of her son’s alphabet learning and it comments on the rela-
tionship between mother-child, motherhood-womanhood. This artwork rejects patri-
archal idealisations of the mother which is also present in Letter to you (plate 21), 
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a poetry piece that writes about the story of an unwanted child — the artist. 

Classical religion (The Virgin and child) shaped women with impossible idealisations. 
These works enforce awareness on postpartum depression, as well as, the mis-
conceptions of motherhood. They accept Isis as a relatable goddess for the normal 
woman — that balanced between the good and evil11.

NICOLE WASSALL (Appendix 5)

And somehow we’re meant to be perfect (plate 16) is a piece that evaluates women’s 
self-perception within cultural beauty idealisations. It supports individuality and com-
plexity as a valuable characteristic of our physical traits. The three icon boards, from 
a distance, appear to be alike. Yet, from close the viewer begins to assemble each 
‘imperfection’. Wassall’s piece has a reflective surface to stimulate the understanding 
of self-love and self-acceptance, an issue that women had throughout the years. This 
artwork could be grouped with Self portrait as Isis (plate 12), an autobiographical 
painting that references the female body and its natural and unnatural modifications, 
such as, pregnancy, surgery, beauty trends, etc. 

Equality (plate 17) is a protest against the slow and painful wait for equality. The 
metronome is set to bounce on its slowest landing and a constant rhythm is played. 
This is the piece that connects the exhibition together. The rhythm references time; 
the reflective surface, ‘her’ perspective in history; and the golden colour, the ancient 
Egyptian sun. 

JAMES PUTNAM (Appendix 6)

Queen with Sistrum and Lotus (plate 11) is a portrait of Nefertari, wife of Ramses II. 
This queen was able to read and write hieroglyphics, an uncommon talent for wom-
en. She was the favourite wife of Ramses II. Thus, her important role in the kingdom 
have inspired contemporary culture to believe in gender equality. 

Egyptian Women (plate 10) is a large-scale painting that could be connected with 
Putnam’s artwork as they both depict women’s beauty and empowerment. In Awad’s 
live interview it is mentioned that mother, sister and wife have, from ancient Egypt, 
played an important role in their culture. 
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Once upon a time, and Now! was an envisioned project for the Studio 3 Gallery. 
However, due to Covid19 it had to become an online exhibition. This document will 
propose a thought physical exhibition to be featured at this gallery. As the show is 
fully complete, we have artwork confirmations, produced texts and posters, media 
platforms and a completed exhibition catalogue. Thus, this proposal will uncover in 
detail the exhibition’s aims, expenses, marketing strategies, display and equipment 
requirements.

The online exhibition was a success. We had positive reviews from Richard Par-
kinson, Joyce Tyldesley, Elizabeth Cowie, and more (Appendix 7). The concept of 
the exhibition is unique and we are featuring artists, such as, Nancy Spero, Mary 
Kelly, Ana Maria Pacheco, James Putnam and Nicole Wassall. The online platform 
features all the works of the exhibition alongside their respective catalogue entries 
and the artist’s biography. The viewers can also access a digital 3D gallery (a replica 
of the Studio 3 Gallery), a flip-book catalogue, interviews with the artists and some 
further reading.

The curating team is now looking for a museum or gallery space. We will be using 
this exhibition proposal as a model for future collaborations.

EXHIBITION RATIONALE

Please read Appendix 8 for the exhibition’s introduction text withdrawn from the 
exhibition’s catalogue. 

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

We aim to promote awareness on women’s patriarchal discrimination with new vi-
sions on womanhood and motherhood. We reference the goddess Isis as a guide for 
contemporary discussion. Thus, the selected artists demonstrate political and inno-
vative thinking towards feminism and its different approaches in history. Additionally, 
we aim to develop Kent’s print collection by purchasing The Dance, a print of Nancy 
Spero. 
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LIST OF ARTWORKS (page 40 - 50)

Artwork Loans

1 Isis and Horus, Unknown, Unknown
© The Beaney House of Art and Knowledge 
Reference number: cancm:4130
Technique: Bronze sculpture
Size: ≈ size of a hand
Confirmed loan and free use of image by Craig Bowen (Appendix 9).

This small statue portrays Isis holding her infant Horus, one of the most powerful 
gods of Egypt. Her seating position references the throne, symbol of power and he-
gemony over all gods.

2 Burak, Ana Maria Pacheco, 2000
© Pratt Contemporary Gallery
Technique: Drypoint print
Size: 11.8 x 9 cm
Confirmed loans by Bernard Pratt and Susan Pratt.

Burak is a mystical creature with the body of an animal and the face of a woman. This 
artwork resemblances the Egyptian Sphinx, the sacred place of the afterlife.

3 Quetzalcoatl, Ana Maria Pacheco, 2000
© Pratt Contemporary Gallery
Technique: Drypoint print
Size: 11.8 x 9 cm
Confirmed loans by Bernard Pratt and Susan Pratt. 

Quetzalcoatl is a representation of the Aztec, god of re-birth and self-sacrifice. Yet, 
the snake is also known for its motherhood references, linked to fertility and life. 

4 Hades II, Ana Maria Pacheco, 2004
© Pratt Contemporary Gallery
Technique: Oil pastel on paper
Size: 145 x 168,5 cm
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Confirmed loans by Bernard Pratt and Susan Pratt. 

This painting is a visual representation of the birth of Horus. It portrays Osiris’ myth, a 
story that explains how Isis raised his unconscious husband’s phallus to get pregnant 
of the king of Egypt.

5 Prototype (Documentation VI), Mary Kelly, 1977
© Mary Kelly
Technique: Perspex unit, white card, and word inscription on rosetta stone
Size: 25,4 x 20,3 cm
Confirmed loan by Elizabeth Cowie and Glenn Bowman (Appendix 10).

Prototype documents the development of Kelly’s son as a child, as well as, the role 
of the mother. The use of autobiographical language reflects on the distorted ideal-
isations of motherhood based on the conventional representations of the Madonna 
and the infant Jesus. 

Purchased artwork

6 The Dance, Nancy Spero, 1993
Technique: Print on rice paper
Size: 33 x 41 cm
Purchased print.

The Dance depicts Nut, the ancient sky goddess, bridging over four dildo holders. 
Nut was the mother of Isis and one of the most powerful goddesses in Egyptian my-
thology. 

Artists loans

7 Geb and Nut, David Deweerdt, 2019
Technique: Acrylic paint and ink in plastic base
Size: 70 x 100 cm 

Geb and Nut portrays the female figure as a protective force over the crouching body 
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beneath her – her pose recalls that of Nut the sky goddess.

8 Brooch, Nooji Studio, 2015
Technique: Ceramic 
Size: ≈ 3,5 cm 
This artwork is for sell
Open call submission

Brooch invites women and men to accept femininity. The female breasts raise aware-
ness to self-acceptance and self-love over our own bodies.

9 Nut, Alaa Awad, 2020
Technique: Oil on canvas
Size: 45,72 x 60,96 cm

This painting depicts Nut in her typical position — the sky. In the centre you can no-
tice the star constellations.

10 Egyptian Women, Alaa Awad, 2020
Technique: Oil on canvas
Size: 100 x 105 cm

This image references the morning cults practiced by women. Their body’s direction 
face the same point as if they were empowering and supporting each other. This is a 
celebration of women ‘solidarity and pride’13.

11 Queen with sistrum and lotus, James Putnam, Unknown
Technique: Acrylic paint on canvas
Size: 90 x 105 cm

Queen with Sistrum and Lotus depicts one of the most important queens of ancient 
Egypt, Nefertari. This queen was one of several notable and accomplished Egyptian 
women alongside Cleopatra, Nefertiti, and Hatshepsut. 
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12 Self-portrait as Isis, Silvia Paci, 2020
Technique: Oil paint on canvas
Size: 150 x 120 cm
Open call submission

Self-portrait as Isis is the embodiment of this goddess’ strength. It enhances the 
value of the female body and its conditions of procreation. A tribute to the mother 
goddess.

13 Hapi, Silvia Paci, 2020
Technique: Oil paint on canvas
Size: 150 x 120 cm
Open call submission

Hapi is an androgynous god of the ancient Egypt. His female and male character-
istics have influenced contemporary awareness towards people that identify them-
selves neither as male or as female, but something in between.

14 Au set, Claudia Niarni, 2019
Technique: Video
Size: Variable
Open call submission

This video travels back in time. It references the Egyptian Sphinx’s power and impor-
tance to-day. 

15 Blue Body, Bin Luo, 2019
Technique: Porcelain, clay moulding, colour painting in glaze
Size: ≈ 10 — 20 cm each (group of 8 plates)
Open call submission

Blue Body is a group of ceramic plates that portray the female body. Its interesting 
forms accentuate the differences and individualities between each women, a contra-
diction to patriarchal idealisation. 

16 And somehow we’re meant to be perfect, Nicole Wassall, 2019
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Technique: Icon boards with 24ct gold leaf, mounted on gesso board with text under 
each icon in gilded box frame 
Size: 40 h x 85 w x 2,5 d cm
Open call submission

And somehow we’re meant to be perfect is a structure constituted of three gold-plat-
ed icon boards within a frame that holds an empty space for a fourth. It questions 
how women look at themselves in patriarchal culture. The irregularities of each mirror 
suggest the achievement of self-acceptance. 

17 Equality, Nicole Wassall, 2019
Technique: Wooden metronome, water gilded with gesso and Liquarian Yellow bole 
and 24ct gold leaf 
Size: 23 h x 12 w x 12 d cm
Open call submission

Equality is a gilded metronome that plays a slow and uncomfortable rhythm as a 
metaphor for the long wait for women’s liberation. The pyramid-shaped ready-made 
acts as a mirror allowing the viewer to reflect on her place in history.

18 Architecture as the Fabric, Almagul Menlibayeva, 2017
Technique: C-print Ed. 5 
Size: 71 x 107 cm

This photograph portrays women as mystical, strong and independent; a thematic 
followed in the artist’s work. The used fabric references the Egyptian mummies, and 
therefore, the afterlife.

19 Survival and fantasy, Bin Zhao, 2019
Technique: Ceramic
Size: 110 l x 110 w x 130 h cm
Open call submission

This ceramic pot has close resemblances to a pineapple. When viewed from close 
what shapes its form is ‘female buttocks’14.  The misconceived perception is a meta-
phor for the effects of mythology in the real life.
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20 Riddle, Lu Han, 2019
Technique: Clay 
Size: ≈ 10 — 20 cm each (group of three statues)
Open call submission

Riddle is a group sculpture of women. Their eyes are covered and the arms are at-
tached to the body — a metaphor for women’s oppression in society.

21 Letter to you, Crisia Constantine, 2020
Technique: Clay lettering on canvas 
Size: 30 x 80 cm each (group of five boards)
Open call submission

Letter to you is a poem directed to the viewer, the reader, the lover. A letter from the 
artist to ‘you’. The disorder of letters is applied as a metaphor for the misconceptions 
at the heart of the mother-child relationship.

DISPLAY REQUIREMENTS 

Please check pages 51 - 70 for a supporting visual reference. The proposed condi-
tions are open for discussion or change.

(Turn the page)



Artwork (number 
and title) Description Issues & Solutions Material 

requirements Risk Assessment

1

Small-scale statue


Comes with a 
perspex holder 


Issue 
Hard to see details 
from far away 


Extremely fragile


Solution 
The statue requires 
a glass display 
plinth


The plinth can be 
leaning against a 
wall to prevent 
stumbling 


Apply distancing 
safety line


Glass display case 
plinth


Double side tape 
and sand 


*This is a used 
technique by the 
White Cube 
Gallery. 

The plinth can fall 
on top of a viewer 
and damage the 
the artwork


2 & 3

Group of two prints 
(‘Beasts’ series)


Small scale and flat 
surface


Framed


Hangs on the wall

Issue 
Small dimensions - 
hard to see details 
from far away


Solution 
Each piece 
requires a separate 
light for better 
visualisation.

For each piece:


One halogen light 
*this capture a pure 
white in the picture, 
great for black and 
white prints 

Hanging tools 
(nails, hammer, 
etc.) 

This artwork does 
not require a risk 
assessment (*)

4

Large and heavy 
scale painting 


Requires 
professional 
handling


Framed


Hangs on the wall


Issue 
Its big dimensions 
could present a risk 
hazard for viewers.


Solution 
Use strong and 
long lasting 
hanging materials. I 
would suggest the 
use of steel holders 
and screws.


Professional 
support needed


Hanging tools 
(screws, steel 
holders, drill, etc.)

The painting can 
fall on top of a 
viewer and damage 
the artwork

5

Two-dimensional 
sculptural piece


Framed


Hangs on the wall

Issue 
The perspex frame 
reflects light.


Solution 
Avoid direct light 
exposure


Hanging tools 
(nails, hammer, 
etc.)

*
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6

Paper surface 


Unframed


Hangs on the wall

Issue 
Extremely fragile, 
rips easily


Solution 
Avoid unnecessary 
movement of the 
piece


Fitted frame


Hanging tools 
(nails, hammer, 
etc.)

*

7

Painting on a 
plastic surface


Unframed


Hangs on the wall

Issue 
The plastic surface 
can slip from the 
holding clips


Solution 
Use rubber clips or 
apply a small 
amount of paper 
between the clip 
and the artwork.


Fitted frame or 
clips


Hanging tools 
(nails, hammer, 
etc.)

*

8

Small dimensional 
ceramic


Display on a flat 
surface


This artwork is for 
sale


This artwork comes 
with particular 
packaging 


This artwork does 
not present an 
issue (**).

Plinth or table for 
display

*

9

Large scale canvas 


Not framed


Hangs on the wall

** Hanging tools 
(screws, steel 
holders, drill, etc.)

*

10

Large scale canvas 


Not framed


Hangs on the wall

** Hanging tools 
(screws, steel 
holders, drill, etc.)

*

11

Normal scale 
canvas


Framed


Hangs on the wall


** Hanging tools 
(nails, hammer, 
etc.)


*
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12

Large scale canvas


Unframed


Hangs on the wall


** Professional 
support needed


Hanging tools 
(screws, steel 
holders, drill, etc.)


*

13

Large scale canvas


Unframed


Hangs on the wall

** Professional 
support needed


Hanging tools 
(screws, steel 
holders, drill, etc.)


*

14

Video format


Requires a 
projector


Project on a wall or 
a white surface


It has sound (This 
sound cannot be 
too loud otherwise 
it will outplay the 
sound of the 
sculpture Equality)


Issue 
Need to be placed 
in a dark area


The projector 
needs to present 
high resolution 
image 


Projector wires 
present a tripping 
hazard


Solution 
Allocate the 
artwork in the 
darkest area of the 
exhibition


Only use projector 
with a good image 
quality. If not, use a 
TV or a computer 
screen as 
alternative


The wires need to 
be completely 
taped down to the 
floor or to the wall


Professional 
support needed


Rented projector / 
TV or computer 
monitor


Grey tape to hold 
the projector wires


If not projected on 
a wall, a white 
screen (rented or 
purchased)


Sitting area for the 
visitants 


The wires present a 
tripping hazard
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15

Ceramic plates


Unframed


Hang on the wall or 
display in a glass 
plinth or flat 
surface


Issue 
Easily breakable 


Complicated to 
hang on a wall


Solution 
Avoid unnecessary 
movement of the 
piece


Display the plates 
on a flat surface 
instead


Plate holders 


Hanging tools 
(nails, hammer, 
etc.)


Alternative: display 
on a plinth or flat 
surface

The plates are 
breakable. The 
porcelain material 
can present a 
safety hazard to 
the viewers.

16

Three dimensional 
installation


Comes with steel 
holders


Hangs on the wall


Issue 
This piece needs to 
be seen from up 
close as it is 
constituted by a 
reflective material


Solution 
Apply distancing 
safety line, 
however, it needs 
to be a 
measurements in 
which the viewer 
can see him/herself 
reflected in the 
piece

 

Professional 
support needed


Hanging tools 
(screws, steel 
holders, drill, etc.)


Double side tape 
and sand

The installation can 
fall on top of a 
viewer and damage 
the artwork

17

Three dimensional 
sculpture


Produces sound


Displayed in a 
plinth (no glass 
protection)


Issue 
The artworks 
needs to be long 
distanced from the 
piece Au set that 
also has sound


Solution 
Display the piece 
on opposite points 
from the video


Plinth (no glass)


Double side tape 
and sand

The plinth presents 
a tripping hazard
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18

Large-Scale paper


Needs to be 
printed by the 
curating team 
under precise 
instructions


Unframed


Hangs on the wall


Issue 
Strict requirements 
for the impression 
of the 
photographic print 


Solution 
Ask the artist for 
exact directions 

Fitted frame or 
clips


Hanging tools 
(nails, hammer, 
etc.)


*

19

Three-dimensional 
sculptural piece


Displays on top of 
a plinth (with or 
without glass)


Issue 
Easily breakable 


Solution 
The plinth could be 
leaning against the 
wall to prevent 
from stumbling


Apply distancing 
safety line


Avoid unnecessary 
movement of the 
piece


Plinth (with or 
without glass)


Double side tape 
and sand

The plinth presents 
a tripping hazard

20

Three sculptural 
pieces


Displays on top of 
a plinth (with or 
without glass)


Heavy ceramic

Issues 
Easily breakable 


Solution 
The plinth could be 
leaning against the 
wall to prevent 
from stumble or on 
a flat surface


Apply distancing 
safety line


Avoid unnecessary 
movement of the 
piece


Plinth (with or 
without glass)


Double side tape 
and sand

The plinth presents 
a tripping hazard

21

Five canvases 
(two-dimensional)


Unframed


Hangs on the wall


** Hanging tools 
(nails, hammer, 
etc.)


*
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GALLERY SPACE 

This proposal will be using Studio 3 Gallery’s area as a guide for the exhibition’s process 
and requirements. For the project to be understood as a whole, the exhibition must seen 
and experienced in a gallery space where all pieces of art have carefully been placed 
within thematics. Nevertheless, this can be changed and adapted to other galleries and 
museums. Due to the high volume of artworks and the different types of media, this 
exhibition could take place in a full gallery that benefits from more than just one room. 
Once upon a time, and Now! is versatile and it can be adapted to different floor-plan 
formats. 

Please take into consideration the Studio 3 Gallery floor-plan that I propose in Appendix 
11 where some modifications to the gallery are applied. We would be reusing the 
recently added wall16 and also adding another wall to the area. These would be painted 
with white colour and placed perpendicularly to an already existing wall. 

SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS 

Required 
professional 
team/staff

Studio 3 Gallery Curator — responsible for final decisions made in the gallery space


Technical team — hired team to mount and unmount the exhibition


Artwork transportation — hired company/person to safely transport all the artworks 
within the United Kingdom


Gallery assistant — volunteering invigilating group in charge of maintaining the 
exhibition while its open: do a light, temperature and humidity test to the gallery; check 
all the artwork and confirm that is not damaged and safe for visitors.


Needed gallery 
supplies

(this can 

depend on the 
gallery/museum) 

- Storage closet 

- Outside door (easy entrance and exit of large-scale artwork in the gallery space)

- Painted plinths 

- Frames 

- Projector (rented from the Drama department) or Television (already purchased by 

the gallery’s curator for previous exhibitions)

- Entrance desk

- Photometer and temperature/humidity meter

- Sockets/power charges for the video piece

- Horizontal plinth for a sitting area


Supplies that 
need to be 
purchased

- Three glass display case plinths

- Double-side and grey tape

- Two halogen spotlights

- Two warm-yellow spotlights

- Hanging clips

- Plate holders

- Hanging tools (maybe provided by the technical team)
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CURATING TEAM ROLES 
_ Support any framing, material, mounting and dismounting cost  
_ Guarantee artwork’s safety and preservation  
_ Clean the exhibition floor and walls (this includes filling, sanding and painting any 
wholes in the walls) 
_ Marketing and propaganda 
_ Pack and return the artworks 

Marketing and 
promotional 
assistance

We would require the support of the:

- Gallery’s website

- University of Kent newspaper, website and social media

- Poster propaganda around the campus and in the School of Arts building


Install and 
deinstall 
process

The process would take approximately two to six days to put together


- Day 1 (and before): Reception of the artworks in the gallery.

- Day 2: The exhibitors place all the artworks near its respective positions: wall 

marking and measurements for the pieces — mark wanted heights, the nail and 
screw’s placement, distances between the artworks, etc.


- Day 3: Technical team is hired for this day to put all the works up in the walls.

- Day 4: Add exhibition’s introduction to the wall. Display posters and flyers in the 

entrance of the gallery. Paint over any wall marking. Clean the gallery space. Arrange 
chairs, cups and final details for the open day.


Artwork 
transport 

specifications

As this exhibition includes an international group of artists, the transport of the art 
pieces will depend on each artwork. Pieces from the United Kingdom will be collected 
by a contracted art transporter (Steve Allen, a trusted art transporter of the University 
of Kent). International artworks will have to be sent by the own artists. The curatorial 
group would support any transporting fees of the art pieces. 


List of transports: (numbers are referenced above)


United Kingdom

1 - Beaney House of Art and Knowledge, Canterbury 

2, 3 and 4 - Contemporary Pratt Gallery, Borough Green

5 - Elizabeth Cowie, Canterbury

6 and 8 - Inês Mourato, Canterbury

11, 16 and 17 - James Putnam and Nicole Wassall, London (two different allocations)


Outside the United Kingdom 

7 - France

9 and 10 - Egypt

12 and 13 - Italy

15, 19 and 20 - China

21 - Australia


ARTWORKS THAT DON’T NEED TRANSPORTATION

14 and 18
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VISUAL DISPLAY OF THE EXHIBITION 

Wall labelling 

After visiting White Cube gallery, the curating team wanted to apply a similar aesthet-
ic to our exhibition. Both gallery spaces are alike and we particularly showed interest 
in its elementary exhibit.  We want to present a clean display with no labelling on the 
wall. 

To support the artworks we would provide an informative paper that would guide the 
viewers through the gallery space. The artworks would be numbered and its informa-
tion would be written in the flyers (Appendix 12).

This contemporary approach would allow viewers to either: follow the designed 
guide, or to wonder and explore the space by themselves. The exhibition doesn’t 
present a beginning or an end, however, the works are grouped within thematics. 
Furthermore, the ‘Exhibition Guide’ would be free. It would allow visitors, that didn’t 
purchase a catalogue, to receive something from the exhibition.

Title and introduction text

The wall introduction text will be put up at the entrance of the gallery. It can be done 
by the use of the ‘dry transfer/rub on transfer’17 technique. This is a printed trans-
ferable ink that can be rubbed on to a wall surface. After its use, it can be removed 
without any water or any other substance. This technique is used in exhibition labels 
and texts to create a clean and tidy writing (open for discussion with the gallery’s 
curator and curating team).

BUDGET & DISPENSES 

Most of these prices are marked with an approximately symbol (≈) as we are not 
aware of the exact value of the expenses. Nevertheless, it also depends on the 
gallery/museum space that we are applying for. Thus, this will be an estimate of the 
charges. For the construction of the walls (not mentioned in the chart) we would have 
to raise funds.

Curating Internship budget — £4,000.00



BUDGET & DISPENSES OF THE VIRTUAL EXHIBITION 

These are the real expenses of the exhibition. At the moment, the curating 
internship budget is cut due to Covid19. It will re-open in September of the 
present year. We have a margin of £2,779.48 to spend on a physical exhibition. 


Curating Internship budget — £4,000.00


DESCRIPTION AMMOUNT 

Acquisition of Nancy Spero’s print £406.60 + £52.85 (postage charges)

Catalogue print £281.07

Flyers, posters, and invites print ≈ £200.00

Artwork transport (UK and international) with return ≈ (£350.00 (UK) + £240.00) x 2 = £ 1,180.00

Mounting and dismounting (Technical team) ≈ £1,000.00

Image rights (No charge)

Framing (only for Spero’s print) ≈ £50.00

Wall text ≈ £150.00

Private view expenses ≈ £50.00

Media Advertisement £20.00

Catalogue shipping £35.00

Non-predicted expenses ≈ £200.00

Total ≈ £3,625.52

DESCRIPTION AMMOUNT 

Acquisition of one print + Postage charges £406.60 + £52.85 = £459.45

Catalogue print £281.07

Website Programmer (Andrea Guerriero) £100.00

3D Gallery Programmer (Rosella Pirone) £100.00

WordPress website + Domain name £240.00 + £20.00 = £260.00

Image rights (No charge)

Instagram advertisement £20.00

Total £1,220.52
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OPENING NIGHT, GUESTS & DETAILS

For the opening night we would invite all participants and collaborators of the exhi-
bition. We would be hosting an afternoon private view with music and wine (or non 
alcoholic drinks) followed by a hosted talk. 

For this speech, we would consider inviting Dr. Ben Thomas, the convenor of the 
internship; James Putnam, one of the artists and also a relevant curator in the artistic 
industry; Dr. Craig Bowen, the director of the Beaney House of Art and Knowledge; 
or Professor Elizabeth Cowie, a great voice on feminist thematics. The private show 
would initiate after working hours and finish before night time. 

DATES

The exhibition went public on June 2020 and it will close on June 2021. 

If this proposal is accepted, the exhibition would presumably only be completed by 
the beginning of 2021 (January—March). All the artists, collectors and museums 
would have to be contacted again. Yet, all participants are aware of this possibility. 

The catalogue and a written portfolio is complete. We have media platforms estab-
lished and a virtual website with all of the information. Thus producing this physical 
exhibition would only require a gallery space to be completed. The curating team 
is also open to work on this project again. We are opening our options to exhibit in 
England or Italy. 

MARKET RESEARCH

After establishing the exhibition’s thematic we developed a research on past ex-
hibitions and artworks that would explore similar topics. We wanted to understand 
its success with the public and different ways to curate ancient art within a contem-
porary era. The different connection of times presented the issue of how to feature 
contemporary works without losing the reference to ancient Egyptian mythology. Our 
main influence was Time Machine (1995), an exhibition curated by James Putnam. 
This project featured contemporary sculpture through the ancient Egyptian vision of 
“duality and balance”17. Through a Skype interview with the curator, we were able to 
talk about how to overcome these inconsistencies and how to learn more about the 
job of being a curator. Some of the mentioned topics involved the issues of acquiring 
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a loan; how to exhibit different sized pieces; the evolving problems of working in a 
museum; and the job of curating as a competitive industry. 

AUDIENCE TARGET

We are mainly looking to approach people with interest in feminist thematics; ancient 
Egyptian mythologists and contemporary artists, writers and curators. Besides our 
targeted viewers, we also wish to reach students, children, women and men that 
are keen to learn more about Egyptian goddesses and their influence on feminism 
to-day. 

POSSIBLE CRITICISM

The thematic of this exhibition wouldn’t cause harm or any type of criticism; however, 
we are keen to receive different points of view. One of the issues we confronted was 
wether to include, or not include, male artist’s works in the exhibition as it is a project 
focused on the history of women. However, the curatorial group agreed in featuring 
male artworks, as they were a positive contribution to the show. Furthermore, a femi-
nist artwork does not have to be produced by a woman, as well as, a work produced 
by a woman is not always a feminist statement. 

MARKETING & PUBLICITY

Our exhibition’s marketing started from early stages. We initially opened an Insta-
gram and Facebook account that were dedicated to the Open Call. Printed posters 
were also shared around the University of Kent campus, coffee shops, and local 
areas. Afterwards, our media platforms worked for advertisement purposes, as well 
as, a source to share information and the exhibition’s developments. 

We intend to share our exhibition in visual art websites, galleries and museums. We 
will hope to get an exhibition review in order to boost our event. We will be contacting 
our targeted audience with personal emails, invitations and through media advertise-
ments. 
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EXHIBITION LINKS

Exhibition
https://www.onceuponatimeandnow.com 

Catalogue
https://www.onceuponatimeandnow.com/3d- flip-book/catalogue 

Virtual gallery
https://www.onceuponatimeandnow.com/virtual-gallery

Instagram                      
https://www.instagram.com/onceuponatime_andnow/
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Helen Chadwick: In the kitchen
Richard Salthon Gallery
Online Exhibition
1st of January — 29th February 2020

This writing piece will analyse and compare Helen Chadwick: In the Kitchen and 
Once upon a time, and Now! in order to understand points for improvement and 
change. This online exhibition was discovered while researching Chadwick’s work, 
One Flesh (2002), in which, from my point of view, should be included in the ex-
hibition19. Furthermore, prior knowing that we would have to adapt our exhibition 
into an online platform, we envisioned to promote our project in a similar way. This 
will analyse both exhibition’s thematic/content, accessibility, visual appearance, and 
message, through individual parameters. 

Consequent to the worldwide pandemic, most museums were obligated to curate 
virtually. It is certain that social media and internet have grown on our culture and 
taken a relevant role in it. The process of curating an exhibition is online marketing. 
Internet, indeed, presents curators with an extended worldwide area to advertise the 
exhibition. Nevertheless, online platforms have mainly been used to only promote 
the show; not hosting it. This is because the physical relation within artworks and 
viewer is what makes the exhibition space ‘great’. In an online show, the size, image, 
sound, shape and even colour, are constrained to what a computer, phone or tablet 
can offer to the viewer.

Sizing, for instances, is possibly the most affected issue in an online platform as all 
the artworks are confined to the same monitor size. Both exhibitions exposed the 
artwork with the same dimensions. In the Kitchen the viewer is able to click in the 
image and zoom in for more details. The size of the piece is inaccurate, however, 
it gives a closer view to details of the image. Sizing can also present its challenges 
in a physical space. For instances, Burak (plate 2) and Quetzalcoatl (plate 3), prints 
of eleven centimetres, fit within Hades II’s (plate 4) thematic, a painting of almost 
two meters. However, the question lies on how to display two pieces in a way that 
one will not outshine the other? After visiting Léonard de Vinci20 exhibition (Lou-
vre, Paris) I learnt what not to do in a similar situation. At the third exhibition room, 
the Last Supper by Marco D’oggiono, a painting of massive dimensions, overcomes 
Leonardo’s drawing, the Vitruvian Man. Its misplacement — close to a corner and to 
the large-scale painting — contributed to its forgetfulness (Appendix 13). Thus, to 
exhibit all three works of Ana Maria Pacheco, the curating team would have to hang 
the larger painting considerably distanced from the smaller prints so it would allow
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Studio 3 Gallery
Online Exhibition

June 2020 — June 2021
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to freely move around each piece.

Different ways of viewing an online exhibition

The way a gallery or museum space is encountered by the viewer plays a relevant 
role in a physical exhibition. Curators are given the task to discover and analyse 
different displaying techniques. An exhibition should be fluent, follow a theme, and 
mostly, provoke artwork connections. An online exhibition should also follow these 
parameters with the added disadvantage of working with the absence of a space. 
Furthermore; the exhibition can be seen on a phone, a computer or an iPad that 
present different sizes and orientations. 

Most online exhibitions, if not all, are created in a computer. Thus, the curator is pre-
sumably proposing the exhibition to be viewed on an horizontal screen. The expecta-
tion is for viewers to restrain from using a phone when seeing a show. For instance, 
Self-IDentify21 is dynamic in a computer. Yet, when seen on a phone, the text is out of 
place and not proportional to the images. The issue lies on the fact that the phone is 
the most accessible electronic device. Its easy access to any link or website require 
curators to analyse all these possibilities before posting an online show.

Thematic

Both exhibitions surround a feminist thematic. In Once upon a time, and Now! the 

artworks look back at ancient Egyptian goddesses in order to find a previous source 

of female empowerment. In the Kitchen explores recent social thematics, such as, 

gender, sexuality, self-identity, body objectification, etc. 

Feminism awareness has risen since the 60’s and 70’s. Its importance towards fe-

male equality and liberation allowed women artists to be recognised in the visual 

arts industry. For example, Richard Salthon gallery features a number of male artists 

equal to the number of women artists, which is rare for museums or galleries. 

Both exhibitions reinforce the importance of artworks made by women artists or with 

a feminist thematic. It is clear that women are still discriminated by patriarchal mis-

conceptions and undertaken by their gender. Contemporary feminist subjects usu-

ally focus on sexism, body objectification, sexuality, rape and motherhood miscon-

ceptions; all generated by white male supremacy. Once upon a time, and Now!’s
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inclusion of worldwide artworks demonstrates the accuracy of these issues in more 
than just one culture. Thus, creating exhibitions that explore contemporary issues in 
womanhood are a contribution to global discussions of change.

Content 
The content varies between both exhibitions. While Once upon a time, and Now! of-
fers a range of artworks and media; In the Kitchen is a show that features only Helen 
Chadwick’s work. 

Once upon a time, and Now! includes fifteen artists from the United Kingdom, France, 
Italy, China, America, Australia and Egypt. Its multicultural variety offers a positive 
contribution to the show as the aim is to include different perspectives on feminist 
practices. When the show features just one artist this view is consequently reduced. 
In the Kitchen focuses on one of Chadwick’s most controversial work, In the Kitchen 
— a performance piece made while studying an MA course. The series of prints were 
created after the artist’s death in 1996. The exhibition was also constituted of seven 
other works two of which, One flesh (2002) and Like a virgin (1994), we could have 
been added to our exhibition.

Organising a solo exhibition simplifies the curator’s job. When working with one art-
ist, the curator is able to develop deeper research on her/his work and life. Further-
more, the loan confirmation process is reduced as the curator is not depending on 
multiple responses. 

In a group show the curator research is usually more generalised. Each artwork 
requires a different analysis of topics which gives the curator the ability to quickly 
adapt to different people, subjects and techniques. The curator has to work with the 
confirmation of more than one artist, gallery and museum. Thus, following deadlines 
is harder; receiving confirmation of artworks takes longer; and discovering artworks 
that would fit the thematic of the exhibition is a more complex process.

In conclusion, both ways of curating a show present their own benefits. Working with 
multiple artists promoted a wider ranger of topics and greater exchange of ideas, 
while a solo exhibition follows closer through with the thematic, as a show with a 
single vision.

Visual appearance and its accessibility

In an online or physical exhibition, the visual appearance plays an important role. 
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Both exhibitions have a contemporary and clean aesthetic.

In the Kitchen’s exhibition starts with a gallery display of some of the works, followed 
by the introduction and then the group of selected pieces. Each is accompanied by 
an information list and a succinct explanation of the respective work.

By the end of the exhibition the viewer encounters a video in which Louisa Buck, a 
contemporary art writer, talks about Chadwick’s art practice; giving the viewer an 
insightful vision of the artist’s personality. As the most interesting part of the show I 
propose its placement at the top of the online exhibition. Thereby, the introduction 
text should appear at the end as an additional option to read more about the exhibi-
tion’s idea. 

This show doesn’t provide an immense research on the artworks; nevertheless, its 
simplicity delivers accessible content to people that are not familiarised with the art-
ist’s work. Once upon a time, and Now! is an extensive font of research of ancient 
Egyptian goddesses and culture. As most online exhibitions lack depth and complex-
ity, we wanted to provide a simple initial page with side links of additional information. 
The viewer is invited to click on them and to discover work produced by the curators 
and by the artists in collaboration with the exhibition. The extended amount of text 
and material might be less accessible to the public hence its separation from the 
introductory page. 

In terms of aesthetic, the size and font were selected with consideration of the read-
ing of the text, however, we were not pleased with the size of the images on screen. 
The side pages are titled in order to facilitate research and the catalogue flip-book 
gives the exhibition an interactive and dynamic reach for the viewer.

The catalogue occupies a larger area than that of the screen of a computer which 
complicates the reading of the book. However, when viewed through an iPad or a 
smartphone the issue doesn’t occur.

Conclusion

Online exhibitions are the new revolution of 2020. Multiple museums and galleries 
had to discover how to exhibit the void — to curate an exhibition with the absence of 
a space. The worldwide pandemic has established the idea that anybody, within its 
area of interest, can create an online exhibition. Curators will be able to envision a 
show, either local or international. A wider selection of research and information will 
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be a ‘click’ away from the viewer.

I believe lockdown has given museums a new mark in the history of art. A source of 
development and improvement. Museums will now use online platforms more wisely 
as the support of the physical exhibition. In Self-IDentify I used a QR code on the 
poster and exhibition catalogue that directs you to the online exhibition. This tech-
nique could, for instance, be used in a physical show. Next to the artwork the curator 
could position a code that would show the viewer any additional information. 

Nonetheless, an online exhibition will not continually offer the same impact that 
a physical exhibition does. Being in a space surrounded by art is less distractive 
than being on a computer in which we have the constant distraction of messages or 
emails. Not only that, but also our surroundings; type of lighting chosen specifically 
for each piece along with its positioning on a space. This is what an online exhibition 
will never achieve, the greatness of a space full of art. I then propose online platforms 
to be used as a complement to physical shows rather than as the final project. 
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DIARY OF THE PREPARATIONS AND 

INVOLVING ISSUES OF 

ONCE UPON A TIME, AND NOW! 
EXHIBITION 

20 September 2019 — Visited the 
Turner Contemporary (Margate) while 
in its preparations for the Turner Prize 
show. The visit was guided by its curator, 
Rowan Geddis. I was able to ask about 
his job functions, as prior to this course 
I only knew how to curate my own work. 
This was the first talk that enlightened 
me of the background work that goes 
into an exhibition.

03 October 2019 — First meeting with 
the curating team. We realised that 
our group of students was significantly 
smaller in comparison to previous 
years. We were also foreign which later 
presented issues on communication and 
writing purposes.

05 October 2019 — Day that we 
established the exhibition’s thematic over 
some ciders and a karaoke night. I was 
interested in feminism and Diletta had 
studies on ancient Egyptian mythology. 
In the following days we elaborated a 
concise idea for the exhibition: goddess 
Isis and her influence on contemporary 
feminism. 
Before starting this project, I had no 
prior knowledge of ancient Egyptian 
goddesses and culture (introducing the 
first step of the curator’s job: to study 
and develop research in a topic that we 
are not necessarily familiarised with).
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20 October 2019 — Visited Steve 
Bloom: Beneath Surface exhibition 
(at the Beaney House of Art and 
Knowledge). The curating team wanted 
to include Whites-only beach in the 
exhibition, however, we later realised 
that it wouldn’t fit the theme.

Started the design of the open call poster 
and opened an instagram account; also 
wrote a formulated email to be sent to a 
few artists and museums.

28 October 2019 — Visited Euroart 
Studios (London) in hopes to find new 
artists and to advertise the open call. 
This visit was not successful. Most of the 
studios were closed and we barely saw 
any artists. As it was late, most museums 
and galleries were also closed by then. 
We decided to visit China Town instead 
and get some food for the way back.

05 November 2019 — Visited Léonard 
de Vinci (Louvre Museum, Paris) 
guided by Vincent Delieuvin, one of 
the curators. This was an interesting 
exhibition due to the use of large-scale 
lighted screens to expose Leonardo’s 
paintings’ underneath layer. However, 
some aspects are lacking improvement. 
Please find an exhibition review that 
suggest some of these issues on 
Appendix 14.

09 November 2019 — Second visit to 
the Beaney Museum accompanied by 
Craig Bowen. The curating team was 
allowed to explore the ancient Egyptian 
archives and chose the pieces we would 
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like to include in the show. Please 
find some images of the statues on 
Appendix 15.

12 November 2019 — Visited the White 
Cube gallery which inspired our curating 
techniques. The clean walls (no labelling) 
allowed the viewer to interpret the work 
individually and only after to read its 
information. Furthermore, the distancing 
lines were made by the use of double 
side tape (delineating the safe distance) 
and sand on top creating a light line on 
the floor that doesn’t distract from the art 
piece. This technique was used on Map 
(mobile) by Mona Hatoum in the current 
exhibition. 

16 January 2020 — Visited the University 
for the Creative Arts (Canterbury) to 
promote the open call. We did not include 
any of the artworks seen on that day, 
however, I have recently worked with an 
artist that I met on this day (Christianna 
Knight on Self-IDentify).

21 January 2020 — In a class 
presentation we started analysing the 
open call submissions and reducing the 
number of participants. 

27 January 2020 — Started working on 
the exhibition proposal, later updated for 
a virtual exhibition. 

30 January 2020 — Invigilated the 
Studio 3 Gallery where I was able to 
examine the space, lights, temperature, 
and humidity of the gallery.

13 January 2020 — Contacted Geri 
Obler Fine Arts to purchase Nancy 
Spero’s print (my future’s worst 
nightmare — Appendix 16). 

Also attempted Paul Caldwell and Jenny 
Saville from whom I got no answer.

17 February 2020 — I sent an email to 
Nicole Wassall confirming her place in 
the exhibition. This artist’s participation 
has since become fundamental to the 
exhibition. We are now good friends and 
hoping to work in a new project soon.  

20 February 2020 — Visited Elizabeth 
Cowie’s and Glenn Bowman’s house to 
talk about Mary Kelly’s piece. This was 
a great day. Their house resemblances 
a small museum that contains a wide 
range of artworks. They also have a dog! 

21 February 2020 — Called Pratt 
Contemporary to arrange a visit to Ana 
Maria Pacheco’s studio.

11 March 2020 — Visit to Pratt 
Contemporary Gallery hosted by Susan 
Pratt and Bernard Pratt. Besides Burak 
and Quetzalcoatl, we managed to also 
receive Hades II  (Appendix 17). On 
this day, we also visited Pacheco’s 
sculpture studio in which we saw a work 
in progress. This was our last visit before 
lockdown.

23 March 2020 — The university closed 
because of Covid19 and the world 
experienced the disappearance of toilet 
paper. 
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01 April 2020 — Elizabeth Cowie sent 
me the essay The difference in figuring 
women now, authorising its publication 
on the online exhibition (Appendix 18).

02 April 2020 — Contacted James 
Putnam to talk about Time Machine in a 
Skype interview (Appendix 19).

08 April 2020 — Contacted Richard 
Parkinson, a relevant egyptologist, 
who allowed me to use an audio poetry 
recital, The Life of Sinuhe, read by 
Barbara Ewing (Appendix 20).

17 April 2020 — Beginning of the 
catalogue design, poster and invitation 
email (Appendix 21). 

Started writing the exhibition’s 
introduction; a written piece that deviates 
from the usual academic text. This was 
challenging as students are trained to 
write extended essays. An exhibition’s 
introduction text requires a succinct and 
simple text that can be understood by 
different people of various ages. 

26 April 2020 — After the interview  with 
James Putnam we decided to include 
Putnam’s artwork in the exhibition 
(Appendix 22).

To this point, I had contacted and I 
was working with: Craig Bowen, Nicole 
Wassall, Mary Kelly (Elizabeth Cowie), 
Nancy Spero (Geri Obler), James 
Putnam, Crisia Constantine and David 
Deweerdt.

19 May 2020 — Got in contact with 
Books and Catalogues to print the 
catalogue (this process lasted until the 
20th of June 2020).

20 May 2020 — Nancy Spero print 
arrived at my house.

30 May 2020 — Started the main design 
of the online exhibition (see Appendix 

23 for initial sketch of the online display): 
added all the artwork’s images and 
data along with side pages of further 
information, such as, artists and 
curator’s biographies, artwork catalogue 
entries, interviews, and more. The 
online exhibition was a work elaborated 
between Diletta D’Antoni, Andrea 
Guerriero and myself.

01 June 2020 — Once upon a time, and 
Now! opening day.

7 June 2020 — Started working on the 
Self-IDentify exhibition. Created an open 
call poster and an Instagram account 
(Appendix 24).

11 June 2020 — After completing 
releasing the online exhibition, I 
contacted:
_Joyce Tydesley (successful - 
Appendix 25) 
_University of Kent’s platforms 
(successful)
_University for the Creative Arts’ 
platforms (successful)
_Ruth Millinghton (successful - 
Appendix 26)
_Sarah Maples, (successful - Appendix 
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27)
_Tabish Khan (not successful)
_Hannah Payne (not successful)
_Leslie Ramos (not successful)

23 July 2020 —  Submitted an exhibition 
proposal to the Glass Tank Gallery 
through an open call submission (not 
successful, however, I got some good 
feedback — Appendix 28).

31 July 2020 — Opening of Self-IDentify 
online exhibition. 

03 August 2020 — Live interview with 
Alaa Awad (Appendix 29).

15 August 2020 — Live interview with 
Nicole Wassall (Appendix 30). 

01 September 2020 — Deadline for the 
portfolio submission.

02 September 2020 — Working on the 
UCA Graduate Professional Programme 
in the area of “Galleries, Research and 
Education” (Appendix 31). 
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CATALOGUE

The catalogue is an engaging book that explores the exhibition’s context. Its design 
is simple and consistent. The minimal use of colour works in favour of the enhance-
ment of the artworks and the text. For this catalogue I used InDesign to achieve a 
professional outcome. For the cover I used my own artwork, a print of Nut, which I 
ended up applying for the design of the exhibition’s poster as well.  

The elaboration of the catalogue was stressful and complex. There was a lack of 
deadline consistency due to the pandemic. There are some inconsistencies in the 
text, some of the artworks have a developed catalogue entry, with a deep insight into 
the artist’s work, while others are only complemented with a cited quote by the artist 
This is of the responsibility of each curator as we all had a group of artists to work 
with.
 
The catalogue also includes Wassall’s Shining new light, from an ancient sun (Ap-
pendix 32), a piece of writing that I requested the artist to produce specifically for this 
exhibition. This text complements Wassall’s artworks and it talks about the issues of 
being a woman throughout history.

The catalogue was printed in Books and Catalogues (Poland). The text is easy to 
read. The images, on the other hand, could have been printed with better quality. 
Nevertheless, we received great feedback; for instances: “The information and il-
lustrations are truly amazing and professional. The comparisons between them and 
now are extremely insightful” (Appendix 33).

OTHER PROJECTS

Self-IDentify is an online exhibition that promotes the art of printmaking. The show 
consists of a group of autobiographical works that creatively question the self within 
society, culture and history. 

For this exhibition we elaborated a zine catalogue that explores how society divides 
people into categories of gender, ethnicity, race, etc.The show opened on the 31st 
of July. We have prospects to be featuring a physical exhibition at the Biggin Hall in 
Dover. If possible, we will also be adding works from the School of Arts print collec-
tion that could greatly complement the show. Please find links to this exhibition in the 
following page.

M
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After completing the MA assessment, I will be working on a new project focused on 
the book Genius and Gender by Christine Battersby. I aim to work whit a group of 
women writers and artists in order to create an exhibition and a book/catalogue as 
the outcome. It will mainly focus on female self-portraiture to understand women’s 
vision in history. For this project I have already contacted Nicole Wassall, Elizabeth 
Cowie, Sarah Maples, Ruth Millinghton and Silke Panse. This will be an independent 
project with the aims to be exhibited in a museum space. 

EXHIBITION LINKS

Exhibition
https://imouratoart.co.uk/self-identify/

Catalogue
https://imouratoart.co.uk/exhibition-catalogue/

Instagram                      
https://www.instagram.com/self.identify/
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1 Elizabeth Cowie (2015, p.4). The difference in differencing Women now. Moving 
Image Review & Art Journal vol 4 nos 1 & 2.

2 Christine Battersby explains the concept of “Other” as a derogatory characteri-
sation given to women in history of art. This is mentioned on the book Gender and 
Genius (1989, p.9).

3 Barbara Watterson (1991, p.8). Women in ancient Egypt.

4 Foy Scalf (2018, p.24). Book of the dead.

5 Barbara Watterson (1991, p. 27). Women in Ancient Egypt.

6 Joyce Tyldesley (2011). The penguin Book of Myths & Legends of Ancient Egypt.

7 Barbara Watterson (1991). Women in ancient Egypt.

8 Foy Scalf (2018, p.119). Book of the dead.

9 David Deweerdt (online). Statement. http://www.daviddeweerdt.com/State-
ment.P.htm.

10 Joyce Tyldesley (2011). The penguin Book of Myths & Legends of Ancient Egypt.

11 Isis, for instance, was a dedicated mother and wife, yet not perfect. In the myth 
of Ra, Isis created a snake to bite the most powerful god of Egypt in order to know 
his real name. This was the way deities would confer their control over others. After 
receiving what she desired, Isis then gain hegemony over all gods of Egypt including 
Ra. The name was not mentioned in the Book of the Dead thus it remains unknown 
for all, except for Isis. Furthermore, in the myth of Osiris, she raises the husband’s 
phallus, of his death body, and empregnates of Horus. This myth is both amusing 
and obscure; characteristics that were found in many other Egyptian myths. Thus, 
both these artworks could be connected with Ana Maria Pacheco’s painting — Hades 
II — that visually depicts the myth of Osiris. 

12 Barbara Watterson (1991, p. 27). Women in Ancient Egypt.

13 Argued by Alaa Awad in Once upon a time, and Now! catalogue (2020, p. 22).

14 Argued by Bin Zhao in Once upon a time, and Now! catalogue (2020, p. 56).
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15 This was a technique used by the White Cube Gallery. 

16 This wall was built for the Hair Textures of Belonging  exhibition by Eleen Deprez.

17 This is a technique used by museums. A transferable ink is rubbed onto a wall and 
it can be taken away without water or other substances.

18 James Putnam (online). Exhibitions. Time Machine - Ancient Egypt and Contem-
porary Art. http://www.jamesputnam.org.uk/inv_exhibition_02.html.

19 I got in contact with the gallery but didn’t receive any response.

20 Léonard de Vinci is the designated french title of the exhibition.

21 Inês Mourato (online). Self-IDentify. https://imouratoart.co.uk/self-identify/
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Plate 3

Plate 4
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Plate 5

Plate 6
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Plate 7

Plate 8
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Plate 9

Plate 10
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Plate 11

Plate 12
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Plate 13

Plate 14
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Plate 15

Plate 16
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Plate 17

Plate 18
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Plate 19

Plate 20
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Plate 21
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6 Email correspondence with Geri Obler - Nancy Spero’s print
The difficulties of receiving The Dance
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20/08/2020, 10(54

Page 1 of 2https://outlook.live.com/mail/0/search/id/AQQkADAwATYwMAItZTVkMS03NDUzLTAwAi0wMAoAEAA7%2FTCEYsiaR7XEOTVQwZ8i

RE: I need to hear from you! Geri

Inês Mourato <ines_mourato_98@hotmail.com>
sex, 15/05/2020 14A18
Para:  Geri Obler <oblerart@aol.com>

Dear	Geri,	

Once	again,	I	have	been	doing	the	best	I	can.	I	called	them	and	FedEx	explained	me	that	you	have
put	the	wrong	post	code	but	the	right	address.	The	number	of	my	house	and	the	road	were	both
right,	however	the	post	code	wasn't.

Thank	you	for	your	paCence.
Best	wishes,
Inês

De:	Geri	Obler	<oblerart@aol.com>
Enviado:	14	de	maio	de	2020	16:46
Para:	Inês	Mourato	<ines_mourato_98@hotmail.com>
Assunto:	Re:	I	need	to	hear	from	you!	Geri
 
Dear Ines,

This is very disturbing. What is the problem?  Please explain. I will deal with it when it is
returned.

Best wishes,
Geri

__________________________
Geri Obler Fine Arts
153 East 57th Street
New York NY 10022
(917) 913-4244

On May 14, 2020, at 11A15 AM, Inês Mourato <ines_mourato_98@hotmail.com>
wrote:

Dear Geri,

I just contacted FedEx. They said that the indicated postcode was wrong. The
package is now in Stansted airport waiting to go back to you. I believe you will
have to resend it again. My correct address is:

107 Station Road West
20/08/2020, 10(54

Page 2 of 2https://outlook.live.com/mail/0/search/id/AQQkADAwATYwMAItZTVkMS03NDUzLTAwAi0wMAoAEAA7%2FTCEYsiaR7XEOTVQwZ8i

Canterbury
Kent
CT28SE

My contact is: +44 07802457187
My email: ines_mourato_98@hotmail.com

I think is being recent to you soon.
Hopefully after this everything will go fine.

Bests wishes,
Inês

Get Outlook for iOS

From:	Geri	Obler	<oblerart@aol.com>
Sent:	Thursday,	May	14,	2020	3:55:17	PM
To:	Inês	Mourato	<ines_mourato_98@hotmail.com>
Subject:	I	need	to	hear	from	you!	Geri
 

__________________________
Geri Obler Fine Arts
153 East 57th Street
New York NY 10022
(917) 913-4244
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8 Permission to use The difference in figuring women now

Re: Once upon a time, and Now!

Elizabeth Cowie <E.J.Cowie@kent.ac.uk>
qua, 01/04/2020 11>34
Para:  Inês Mourato <ines_mourato_98@hotmail.com>
Cc:  G.Bowman <G.W.Bowman@kent.ac.uk>

1 anexos (762 KB)
The difference in figuring women now - women's video art .pdf;

Dear Inês	

We	are	delighted	to	learn	that	the	exhibi3on	is	going	ahead,	online	-	well	done	on	this!

We	are	happy	to	provide	a	jpeg	or	pdf	of	our	Mary	Kelly	piece,	and	I	will	write	to	her	to	confirm	all	
this.		We	would	not	ask	for	anything,	and	i	doubt	Mary	will.

For	a	contemporary	text	by	Mary,	something	on	her	recent	work	sounds	right	and	I	can	look	for	
that	for	you.

Because	Mary	is	also	an	art	historian	and	teaches	at	UCLA,	she	has	quite	a	lot	of	published	work.		

Re	your	ques3ons,	ar3sts	mostly	don’t	think,	or	work,	in	terms	of	teaching	through	their	art	or	
having	a	message,	but	in	terms	of	engaging	the	spectator	to	think	anew,	certainly	that	is	the	case	
with	conceptual	art.

I	am	aNaching	my	own	recent	essay	on	women’s	video	art	which	includes	a	discussion	of	a	
contemporary	Bri3sh	woman	ar3st.
Again,	very	best	wishes	for	the	exhibi3on.

Elizabeth
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9 Written interview with James Putnam

(Also available online on: https://imouratoart.co.uk/category/interviews/)
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20/08/2020, 11(29

Page 3 of 3https://outlook.live.com/mail/0/search/id/AQQkADAwATYwMAItZTVkMS03NDUzLTAwAi0wMAoAEACjbFh7KUoHQ4S4Vtw31nKD

My	name	is	Inês	Mourato	and	I	am	a	student	at	Kent	University	in	Canterbury.	Your	email	was	given	to	me	by	Nicole	
Wassall	that	affirmed	you	to	be	one	of	her	biggest	influences	to	explore	the	Ancient	Egypt.	
The	reason	why	I	am	tex-ng	you	is	because	my	final	Master's	course	will	be	an	exhibi-on	on	Contemporary	Feminist	Art	with	
influences	on	the	Goddess	Isis.	I	have	looked	trough	your	website	and	no-ced	that	you	have	done	quite	a	few	exhibi-ons	on	
this	theme	before.	Now,	due	to	the	Covid	19,	we	were	forced	to	produce	an	online	exhibi-on,	instead	of	a	physical	exhibi-on	
which	was	about	to	happen	in	the	Studio	3	gallery,	at	the	School	of	Arts.

Thus,	is	upseing	that	we	cannot	produce	a	physical	exhibi-on,	however,	it	will	open	other	opportuni-es,	such	as,	the	fact	
that	we	can	instead	have	much	more	informa-on	on	the	website.	

I	would	like	to	ask	for	your	collabora-on	on	this	project,	maybe	if	you	have	any	piece	of	wri-ng,	or	an	interview,	or	perhaps	
any	video	that	fits	this	context.

If	you	would	be	happy	to	be	featured	in	our	online	exhibi-on,	please	feel	free	to	contact	me	again.	

For	a	liDle	bit	more	of	informa-on,	here	is	the	exhibi-on	ra-onale:
Once upon a time, and Now! is a worldwide exhibition that will take place at the Studio 3 Gallery, by the end of May. The MA Curatorial Internship group is pleased to 
announce a project co-curated by Inês Mourato, Dileta D’Antoni and Junwei Chen over the observation of the Professor Ben Thomas. The Studio 3 Gallery is an 
established gallery space placed in the School of Arts building at the University of Kent, in Canterbury, that has featured works of art from artists, such as, Tracey 
Emin, Ana Maria Pacheco, Marina Bramovick and the group Guerrilla Girls. 

The exhibition theme aims to explore a contemporary feminist perspective on Isis, “the earth-mother” (Tyldesley, 2011), and her influence in the feminist ideals until 
today. Isis was a very important figure of power in the Ancient Egypt, worship by many cultures until today. Her Egyptian symbolism was connected with the throne, 
symbol of power, protection and leadership; and motherhood, the mother of Horus. Furthermore, she later absorbs the attributes of Hathor, Mut, Maat and Nut, that 
gave her other qualities, such as the connection with love and beauty, magic, the after-life, the sea and sky, sun and earth and the animals vulture and tours/cow. 

The starting point of this exhibition consisted in the collaboration with the Beaney House of Art and Knowledge Museum, in Canterbury, that kindly loaned small 
Ancient Egyptian statues and sculptures of Isis or of related themes. From these references we could start exploring the symbolism of Isis in today’s ideals of 
feminism in more depth while searching for artists that would visually illustrate the idea of the exhibition. The selection of works for this project is based on various 
parameters, mentioned above, that relate to the exhibition idea. We are queen to accept any media and type of art that will reference Isis on today’s contemporary 
feminist art. 

I	hope	to	hear	from	you	soon,	and	I	hope	you	are	well!

Best	wishes,
Inês	Mourato

<artists.pdf><Presentation text.pdf>
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0 Correspondance with Richard Pakirson

20/08/2020, 11(34

Page 1 of 4https://outlook.live.com/mail/0/search/id/AQQkADAwATYwMAItZTVkMS03NDUzLTAwAi0wMAoAEABeXSIJx1VrRrdjBtKcG%2Fk5

Re: Ancient Egyptian exhibition

Richard Parkinson <richard.parkinson@orinst.ox.ac.uk>
ter, 21/04/2020 07>35
Para:  Inês Mourato <ines_mourato_98@hotmail.com>

Dear Ines Mourato,
I've now heard back from Barbara Ewing (isolated in NZ) and she confirms she is happy for the
audio to be used. Please credit her and add a link to the full podcast if that is possible. Sorry for the
delay!
All b Richard P.

From:	Inês	Mourato	<ines_mourato_98@hotmail.com>
Sent:	13	April	2020	21:06
To:	Richard	Parkinson	<richard.parkinson@orinst.ox.ac.uk>
Subject:	RE:	Ancient	EgypIan	exhibiIon
 
Dear	Richard,
That	is	fine!	I	will	try	to	get	the	audio	and	keep	it	at	the	side	unIl	I	get	an	answer	form	you.	

Thank	you	for	your	help	and	I	hope	to	get	to	talk	to	you	any	other	Ime	when	you	are	not	as	busy.
If	you	are	interested	this	exhibiIon	will	only	open	on	the	28th	of	May	(and	it	will	be	online)	so	you
can	have	a	quick	look.	I	will	send	you	the	poster	or	an	invitaIon	as	a	thank	you	for	you
cooperaIon!

Best	wishes,
Inês

De:	Richard	Parkinson	<richard.parkinson@orinst.ox.ac.uk>
Enviado:	13	de	abril	de	2020	17:51
Para:	Inês	Mourato	<ines_mourato_98@hotmail.com>
Assunto:	Re:	Ancient	EgypIan	exhibiIon
 
Dear Ines Mourato, 
I have emailed my colleague (currently in New Zealand) and will let you know as soon as I hear
back. I believe you can download the audio file from the podcast website.
With best wishes,
Richard P.

From:	Inês	Mourato	<ines_mourato_98@hotmail.com>
Sent:	09	April	2020	12:14
To:	Richard	Parkinson	<richard.parkinson@orinst.ox.ac.uk>
Subject:	RE:	Ancient	EgypIan	exhibiIon
 
Dear	Richard,
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20/08/2020, 11(34

Page 2 of 4https://outlook.live.com/mail/0/search/id/AQQkADAwATYwMAItZTVkMS03NDUzLTAwAi0wMAoAEABeXSIJx1VrRrdjBtKcG%2Fk5

I	understand	your	busy	schedule	and	I	hope	that	your	research	project	is	going	well.	

If	is	not	too	much	too	ask,	yes	I	would	love	to	have	the	poem	audio	in	the	online	exhibiIon,	it
seems	fi[ed	in	the	theme.	I	would	probably	shorten	up	the	audio	for	only	the	part	that	recites	the
poem	and	add	a	descripIon	next	to	it	as	an	explanaIon.	It	would	be	good	to	have	the	audio	in
any	form	sent	to	me	so	I	could	edit	it	and	add	it	to	the	online	exhibiIon.	All	of	this,	of	course,	if
the	actress	accepts	the	request.	

Hope	to	hear	from	you	soon,	and	thank	you	for	your	Ime!

Best	wishes,
Inês

De:	Richard	Parkinson	<richard.parkinson@orinst.ox.ac.uk>
Enviado:	9	de	abril	de	2020	10:18
Para:	Inês	Mourato	<ines_mourato_98@hotmail.com>
Assunto:	Re:	Ancient	EgypIan	exhibiIon
 
Dear	Inês	Mourato,
Thank	you	for	your	email.	It	sounds	a	great	project,	but	I	am	currently	on	research	leave,	so
I'm	afraid	I	can't	offer	to	contribute	in	any	major	way.	However,	I	wonder	if	I	could
recommend	to	you	a	lyrical	song	to	the	goddess	Hathor	that	features	in	the	famous	Tale	of
Sinuhe,	a	ritual	in	which	the	goddess	offers	her	necklaces	to	the	king	as	a	blessing	of	health
and	stability?	The	translation	is	available
here	https://global.oup.com/academic/product/the-tale-of-sinuhe-9780199555628?
cc=gb&lang=en&#
and	a	recital	of	the	poem	is	http://podcasts.ox.ac.uk/life-sinuhe	(the	lyric	starts	at	c.	36:00).
If	you'd	like	to	include	the	audio,	I	can	contact	the	actress	and	get	her	permission	for	you	to
do	so.	
I	hope	that	this	is	of	some	help.
With	all	best	wishes	for	the	project,
Richard	P.

R. B. Parkinson
Professor of Egyptology, University of Oxford 
Faculty of Oriental Studies and The Queen's College
University Stonewall Role Model 
https://twitter.com/RichardParkins5

Research and lectures:
www.podcasts.ox.ac.uk/life-sinuhe 
www.podcasts.ox.ac.uk/talking-soul-dialogue-about-life-and-death 
www.podcasts.ox.ac.uk/queen-shrieks-shock-ancient-egyptian-poetry
www.podcasts.ox.ac.uk/great-unrecorded-history-lgbt-heritage-and-world-cultures

From:	Inês	Mourato	<ines_mourato_98@hotmail.com>
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Page 3 of 4https://outlook.live.com/mail/0/search/id/AQQkADAwATYwMAItZTVkMS03NDUzLTAwAi0wMAoAEABeXSIJx1VrRrdjBtKcG%2Fk5

Sent:	08	April	2020	10:59
To:	Richard	Parkinson	<richard.parkinson@orinst.ox.ac.uk>
Subject:	Ancient	EgypIan	exhibiIon
 
Dear	Richard,

I	understand	you	might	be	busy	in	Imes	like	this,	but	I	hope	you	and	your	family	are	keeping	all
well	and	that	you	will	have	a	spare	Ime	to	read	trough	this	email.

My	name	is	Inês	Mourato,	I	am	a	Masters	student	at	the	University	of	Kent,	in	Canterbury,	where
I'm	graduaIng	in	the	CuraIng	and	History	of	Art	course.	For	our	final	project	me	and	my
colleagues	are	organising	an	exhibiIon	on	the	Goddess	Isis	and	her	influence	in	Contemporary
Feminist	art.	For	a	be[er	understanding	of	this	concept,	I	will	include	the	exhibiIon	raIonale	by
the	end	of	this	email.

The	reason	why	I	am	emailing	you,	you	might	be	wondering,	is	because	one	of	the	selected
arIsts,	Crisia	ConstanIne,	is	presenIng	a	poetry	sculptural	piece	for	this	exhibiIon.

This	exhibiIon	will	be	online	due	to	the	Covid19.	It	is	a	shame	that	we	won't	be	able	to	produce	a
physical	exhibiIon,	however,	it	allows	us	to	include	more	informaIon	on	it	that	we	couldn't
previously.

I	have	read	about	you	and	how	you	are	specialised	in	Ancient	EgypIan	poetry.	Therefore,	I	would
love	your	collaboraIon	in	this	project.	My	iniIal	idea	was	for	you	to	perhaps	supply	a	wri[en
piece	of	yours	talking	about	the	subject.	Or	we	could	just	include	your	favourite	piece	of	poetry
you	have	found	that	would	meet	the	exhibiIon	requirements	and	a	talk	about	it,	or	simply	just	an
interview	between	you	and	me.	

I	understand	if	you	might	not	be	interested,	however	it	would	be	amazing	to	feature	you	in	this
online	exhibiIon.	
I	wish	you	the	best	and	I	hope	to	hear	from	you	soon!

Exhibition Rationale 

Once upon a time, and Now! Is an exhibition that aims the exhibition of contemporary art pieces that are influenced by the
feminist ideals implemented in the Ancient Egypt by the Goddess Isis. Collecting worldwide artworks, the selected artists must
present a creative and innovative thinking on feminism and its different approaches in art, enforcing the empowerment of the
female representation through art history until now. 
Isis was one of the most powerful goddesses worship in many cultures. Considered as “the earth-mother” (Tyldesley, 2011) her
Egyptian symbolism was connected with the throne, symbol of power, protection and leadership; and motherhood, the mother of
Horus. Furthermore, she later absorbs the attributes of Hathor, Mut, Maat and Nut, that gave her other qualities, such as the
connection with love and beauty, magic, the after-life, the sea and sky, sun and earth and the animals vulture and tours/cow. 
The starting point of this exhibition consisted in the collaboration with the Beaney House of Art and Knowledge Museum, in
Canterbury, that kindly loaned small Ancient Egyptian statues and sculptures of Isis or of related themes. 

My initial artist research consisted in a wide range of feminist artists in which Nancy Spero, Mary Beth Edelson, Yael Bartana and
Judy Chicago formed the base of my project study. All of these influential female artists presented references to the importance
of the female power in our culture and equality between genders. The work of these artists alludes other important female names
in art history and how there has always been important and influential women throughout times, yet not noticed because of
society stereotypes, in works such as Dinner Party, The Goddess Nut II, Some Living American Artists, and What if women ruled
the world the allusion.
Furthermore, in the Ancient Egyptian mythology Goddesses were known for their immense power and protecting characteristics
as they were sometimes represented in art with their arms around men (Find the reference). Isis, per example, is commonly
identified by her sitting position while holding Horus in her lap, a metaphor for throne that holds the God of the Gods. Isis,
therefore, becomes the creator of the power, the mother and controller of the King being even considered as “more clever than a
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million gods” (Hart, 1986). 

List of included artists:
Nancy Spero
Mary Kelly
Ana Maria Pacheco
Almagul Menlibayeva 
Nicole Wassall
Crisia Constantine
David Deweerdt
Alaa Award
Silvia Pacheco
Bin Zhao
Lu Han
Bin Luo
Xiaoni Chen

Best	wishes,
Inês
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1 Catalogue images
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Exhibition’s poster
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2 Correspondance with James Putnam 
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3 Sketch of the online exhibition
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4 Self-IDentify poster
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5 Correspondance with Joyce Tyldesley
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6 Correspondance with Ruth Millinghton
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7 Correspondance with Sarah Maples
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8 Glass Tank feedback
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9 Interview with Alaa Awad

Please find the live interview in this link:

https://www.instagram.com/p/CDbw8cwlPOI/
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0 Interview with Nicole Wassall

Please find the live interview in this link:

https://www.instagram.com/p/CD6ryc5lUm-/
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1 UCA response for the job
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2 Correspondance with Nicole Wassall
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3 Geri Obler’s response to the catalogue and exhibition
20/08/2020, 10(52
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Wonderful news

Geri Obler <oblerart@aol.com>
sáb, 08/08/2020 20923
Para:  Inês Mourato <ines_mourato_98@hotmail.com>

Dear Ines,

It was very exciting when the package finally arrived. The cover is amazing and Iʼm pleased
you were able to get the Nancy Spero print from me. 

Once upon a time and now is a creative and informative document. You, along with Diletta
and Junwei went to great lengths to put the work 
together. I can only imagine the amount of time and effort spent on your extraordinary
project including the virtual exhibition. 

The information and illustrations are truly amazing and professional. The comparisons
between then and now are extremely insightful. 

Thank you so much for including me in the credits. Please keep in touch. 

My very best,
Geri

Geri Obler Fine Arts
East 57th Street
New York NY 10022
(917) 913-4244



Phone +44 (0) 7 802 457 187 
Email ines_mourato_98@hotmail.com
Address 107 Station Road West, Canterbury, CT2 8SE 
Website https://imouratoart.co.uk

F R E E L A N C E  A R T I S T 

A N D  C U R AT O R

M O U R A T O

EDUCATION

MA Curating and History of Art

University of Kent, 2019 - curent

BA Fine Art

University for the Creative Arts, 2016 - 2019

A-levels : History of Art, Portuguese, Descriptive Geometry 

Santa Maria do Olival Secondary School, 2013 - 2016

WORK EXPERIENCE

UCA Graduate Professional Development Programme: Galleries, 

Research and Teaching (Canterbury)

Studio 3 Gallery Assistante (Canterbury)

Freelance artist at Future Foundry (Dover)

Volunteer at the Canterbury Festival (Canterbury) 

Freelance Drawer at the Bons Sons Festival (Portugal) 

Kitch waiting staff (Canterbury)

Commis Chef Café Rouge (Canterbury)

Crew Trainer McDonalds (Canterbury)

CURATED SHOWS

2020 – Self.identify

2020 – Once upon a time, and Now! 

2018 – Inês Mourato & Elena Pereló

PROFILE

Ascending artist and cu-

rator. Recently graduated 

from MA Curating and His-

tory of Art. Strong knowl-

edge and big passion in 

the subject of arts. Great 

capacity to organise, create 

and communicate ideas and 

projects. Efficient worker 

and quick adaptation to 

any subject, area or job. 

Experience in coaching and 

leading on the workplace. 

Skilled in teaching art to 

children. Creative and full of 

initiative, open to learn new 

things. Fluent in Portuguese 

and English.

I N Ê S



GROUP EXHIBITIONS

2020 – Out of Isolation (Herbert Read Gallery, Canterbury) 

2020 – Intimists 7 – From Earth to Sky (La Fenice Art Gallery)

2020 – Wall without walls (a with space, online exhibition) 

2020 – Together (SKT Gallery, online show)

2019 – Derek’s Room (Studio 3 Gallery, Canterbury)

2019 – Corner to Corner (Graduate Show, UCA, Canterbury) 

2018 – Inês Mourato & Elena Pereló (Bay Art Gallery, Herne Bay)

ABILITIES & SKILLS

Interested in History of Art and its importance to Fine Art studies 

- have been invited to give a talk to college students about this 

subject

Great ability in drawing, painting and printmaking - successfully 

maintaining an artistic instagram page (@imourato_art)

Produced two exhibition catalogues from scratch in InDesign

Interviewed various contemporary artists in an exhibition context

Negotiated artwork loans with museums, galleries and collectors

Proposed exhibitions to museums and gallery spaces

Designed posters and managed media marketing (@self.identify 

and @onceuponatime_andnow)

Comfortable with Adobe InDesign and Adobe Photoshop

Great teaching and leadership skills

- Trained multiple new starters at a restaurant

- Was the area leader multiple times

- Independently organised art classes with children

Took initiative to start the project Self-identify

INTERESTS

History of Art 

Project management 

Curating 

Feminism 

Painting and Printmaking 

Photography 

Adobe Photoshop 

Adobe InDesign 

Teaching art 

Media management

PARTICIPATED IN

2020 – Virtual Print Fair 

2019 – Waste to Wealth event 

at Turner Contemporary 

2019 – Talk with Alex Noble 

2019 – UCA Fine Art Auction 

2018 – Student Makers Market

F R E E L A N C E  A R T I S T 

A N D  C U R AT O R


